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Abstract. Situation-aware information assistance strongly depends on
the quality of available contextual background knowledge for an appli-
cation domain and on its automatic processing. In this paper we present
a conceptual approach towards using cognitive architectures to pro-
vide information assistance and allow complex decision making based
on expert knowledge. We transfer our approach into a technical con-
cept which was finally implemented as part of the Plant@Hand assembly
assistance system within a mobile workshop trolley. The paper gives
insights into our work on formalizing knowledge and providing ad-hoc
mechanisms for planning, assisting and controlling assembly tasks on the
manufacturing shop floor.

1 Introduction

Evaluations show that people with a detailed work plan complete their tasks
faster than without it, even if they did not carry out the planning themselves [6].
This is a key motivation for intelligent systems which assist the worker by creat-
ing work plans autonomously and guide through single tasks aiming to improve
both efficiency and effectiveness of work. Such intelligent systems will help in
manufacturing to ensure a high product quality even when working with insuf-
ficiently qualified personnel. They need to provide the missing knowledge which
is required to fulfill even complex work tasks on the shop floor. Although, man-
ufacturing industries already use powerful data management systems, there is
still a lack of methods and technologies which allow an automated processing
of the lion’s share of domain dependent background knowledge. It is still hid-
den in unstructured information sources (e.g. standards, guidelines) or simply
maintained by experts, thus not available for the average worker.

The paper introduces an abstract model of work related background knowl-
edge. It shows how cognitive architectures are used to bridge the knowledge
gap by modeling, applying, and learning domain dependent context knowledge
in order to provide situation-aware information assistance at the workplace.
Finally, the theoretical approach is implemented in and illustrated with the
mobile Plant@Hand smart assembly trolley, which guides manufacturing work-
ers through their daily work tasks and assists them at the assembly workplace
with detailed situation-dependent task knowledge.
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2 Related Work

Although, smart factories establish digitalization and automation to streamline
manufacturing processes and quality, there is still the need for manual assem-
bly operations. However, we find there a majority of specialized and single task
solutions focusing on quality assurance and information transfer. Mayer et al.
introduce the usage of intelligent systems to resemble human decision making
and problem solving for complex assembly tasks [10]. They use a cognitive con-
trol unit which ensures the numerical planning of robot behavior backed by a
cognitive architecture. Cognitive architectures can be understood as a mean to
implement intelligent and autonomous behavior in assistance applications. They
have proven capable of supporting even complex problem solving tasks, e.g. for
the mission management for unmanned aircrafts [5].

Our own work contributes to the growing demand of information assistance
for manual work operations in manufacturing which underlies human flexibility
and failures as motivated in [1,3]. In particular, we focus on assistance that can
be generated automatically from existing knowledge sources in order to manage
todays growing complexity and heterogeneity of extremely small lot sizes.

3 Approach

Similar to formal education processes, information assistance can be understood
as an informal way of mediating and learning facts (what), procedures (how) and
concepts (why) required for a specific work task. In [2] we showed how assistance
artifacts - e.g. embodied by an interactive smartwatch - are used to mediate this
work related knowledge depending on a specific assistance goal (e.g. remember,
understand, apply). However, a technological system which is able to operate the
contextual background knowledge in a situation-aware manner was still missing.
In our approach (see Fig. 1) we address this knowledge related gap now on three
levels:

– on conceptual level we establish a relationship between abstract work situ-
ations, assistance goals and required knowledge types along the generalized
information process,

– on information level we map domain dependent context knowledge into formal
information rules which control the collection, filtering, and provision of work
related knowledge in specific work situations, and

– on technical level we use a cognitive architecture to integrate intelligent and
situation-aware information assistance with the already existing information
infrastructure at the workplace.

We will explain each level carefully in the next sections by introducing the main
rationale illustrated with examples from the assembly work domain.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture of situation-aware information assistance on the shop
floor

3.1 Conceptual Level

Task related information assistance aims at providing the required information
needed to understand, carry out, evaluate, or reflect on a specific work task.
This means to establish a continuously information process in parallel to the
work process as described in [2]. Finally, it is an upcoming information demand
during planning, preparing, executing, or evaluating a task which connects work
and information processes. Such a demand arises from work situations in which
provided information does not satisfy the worker’s expectations as well as needs,
or the information given is incomplete and even contradictory. What we require
here is an ad-hoc mechanism to analyze work situations with respect to the
knowledge needed by the worker to carry out tasks without interruptions. We can
achieve this by conceptually connecting the work with the information process.
This requires the modeling:

– of work situations in which knowledge related information demands arise,
– of knowledge, which satisfies the information demand,
– of an information assistance strategy, which connects the required knowledge

with situation dependent assistance objectives to be achieved, and
– of a technical relationship between knowledge and information sources which

finally maintain and provide the required information pieces in form of struc-
tured or unstructured data.

The basis for our further exploration on the conceptual relationship between
work situations, assistance goals and knowledge types will be the worker’s
knowledge-based control of action process [12]. Summarizing this process, a con-
scious perception of information leads to its’ interpretation and cognition based
remembering in order to actively plan own actions. By the observation and eval-
uation of action outcomes a learning sub process is triggered.
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For our approach we basically simplify the control of action into three phases:
action planning, acting, and reflecting. The planning phase includes all cogni-
tive steps to get aware of the current situation and plan own actions accordingly.
During the acting phase the beforehand developed action plan is realized. After-
wards, during the reflecting phase the outcomes of own actions are compared
against expectations which lead to further learning. The worker requires for
each phase specific knowledge in order to plan, execute, and evaluate work tasks
efficiently. In Fig. 2 we propose an information assistance strategy which con-
siders this individual knowledge demand by providing small information pieces
along the workers own control of action respectively work process. The order and
depths of information to be provided to the worker follows an iterative sequence
of assistance goals as described in [2] which consequently addresses the increasing
knowledge demands of the work process.

Fig. 2. Conceptual relationship between assistance process, knowledge types and
process dependent assistance goals

Once a new situation occurs, e.g. a new work task which was scheduled from
the manufacturing execution system shortly before, the information assistance
makes the worker aware of this new task and provides help in remembering
this information. Before executing the new task the worker requires in depths
knowledge to understand what and how to do. We propose here a two-staged
information assistance based on informing first in general and explaining details
on demand. Once the task was understood, information assistance comes into
the role of assisting the task execution, e.g. by monitoring and visualizing task
parameters, showing step-by-step guidance, or similar [1], to ease the application
of provided information. Finally, it is again the information assistance which
provides required information pieces when the work result is controlled. It then
supports the analysis and evaluation as well as creation of new insights and
knowledge.

On conceptual level we link with this approach work situations, which require
a new action strategy, with an accompanying information process delivering the
required knowledge in parallel to the progressing control of action process of
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the worker. However, information sources in manufacturing, such as manufac-
turing execution systems or product lifecycle management systems, normally do
not provide all information as required for systematically assisting the worker.
A lion’s share of contextual background knowledge which is needed to plan, exe-
cute and evaluate work tasks are domain dependent and subject to individual
expertise. The next section addresses this very specific challenge when providing
ad-hoc and situation-aware information assistance.

3.2 Information Level

The previous section explains our conceptual considerations with respect to
acquiring knowledge on actual work situations as well as to providing infor-
mation assistance at the workplace. Looking at the manufacturing shop floor, a
vast amount of required information can already be found in manufacturing data
management systems. However, the major share of procedural and conceptual
knowledge is not yet formalized in systems which allow their automated process-
ing (see Fig. 3). We find work instructions, standards, or assembly guidelines nor-
mally written in natural language within accompanying documents. There has
already been research to distinguish between the semantic meaning of instruc-
tions and their visual representation [9] based on controlled vocabularies which
allows for automation. They still require a manual authoring of instructions for
each work process individually, e.g. for the assembly of parts and components.
But, what we need for ad-hoc information assistance is a dynamic mechanism
which continuously observes the current work situation to decide which infor-
mation is provided according to the situational demand.

What? How? Why?

Fig. 3. Required information is contained in different enterprise resources. Partly it is
individual expert knowledge which is not externalized in any management system [1].
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On information level, we distinguish three major types of work related con-
textual background knowledge which needs to be provided by information assis-
tance (see Fig. 3). Facts contain objective data with respect to tasks, material or
tools to be used or a machine configuration for example. Specific work orders or
step-by-step instructions are encoded in procedures while further explanations
are contained in concepts. But how can we enable the machine processing of such
contextual background knowledge in order to improve the quality of information
assistance?

Fig. 4. Contextual background knowledge is modeled in information rules. The example
describes very simple the order of assembly steps combined with a textual information
for the worker. At the top of each rule are characteristic states of the work environment
and at the bottom a target state which will be reached once the assembly step was
successfully executed.

In our approach we model knowledge with formal information rules. An infor-
mation rule encodes required knowledge as processable information in depen-
dency of a specific work situation. The situation is identified by characteristic
conditions or states of the work environment, e.g. materials, parts, or tools.
This helps us for example to formalize even the hitherto missing procedural or
conceptual knowledge. Thus, knowledge related to specific work procedures and
routines can be expressed within modular rules. In our example (see Fig. 4), we
formalized parts of the German industrial standard VDI 2860:1990 [4] in very
simple information rules which declare the structure and sequence of assembly
steps in case of a drilling operation. We can now use the same rules to model more
complex knowledge, e.g. possible solution strategies in case of assembly issues
or even the selection and filtering of information sources which provide further
operational data (planned figures, construction details, etc.). The modularity of
information rules guarantees knowledge modeling in very different granularities.
New knowledge can simply be added in a new rule declaring the situational
dependencies and thus extending the existing knowledge base.

But, the more information rules with the same or even similar situational
conditions are modeled, the more complex grows the decision making for valid
and applicable rules in a specific work situation. Therefore, the next section will
take a look at the technical perspective of situation aware information assistance.
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3.3 Technical Level

In Fig. 1 we developed a conceptual view onto the integration of intelligent and
situation-aware information assistance with the existing technological infrastruc-
ture on a shop floor. Basically, we have to deal here with a heterogeneity of avail-
able information sources and technical systems including their native interfaces
and protocols. Enterprise service bus technologies reduce the effort of connecting
all system components on technical level by providing an universal messaging bus
which interconnects each system on data and procedural level as well. This com-
ponent can be understood as functional equivalent of the information retrieval
component (3) in our conceptual approach.

The observation of work situations requires a multitude of different sensors
within the work environment. Previous work [1,3] showed that a basic instru-
mentation of material and tools already provides us with a sufficient quality of
sensor data for following analysis and interpretation steps.

Fig. 5. The technical architecture of an information assistance systems shows a lay-
ered layout of interaction, logical and data related components. The system uses an
enterprise service bus approach to connect with existing shop floor management sys-
tems, such as enterprise resource planning (ERP), manufacturing execution (MES),
operational data collection (ODC), as well as other information sources (...).

The cornerstone of our technical architecture (see Fig. 5) is represented by a
logical component, the cognitive architecture. It is responsible for the functional
elements situation detection (1) and decision making (2) in Fig. 1. As of today,
a cognitive architecture transfers the mental structure for human information
processing into a technical system, which specifically includes the representa-
tion and organization of knowledge within these structures as well as the func-
tional processing required to acquire, use, and modify knowledge [8]. Cognitive
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architectures can be traced back to Newell’s early hypothesis that any artificial
intelligence is based on a symbol system and related rules [11]. Hence, they estab-
lish technical equivalents for long-term and short-term memories as well as for
cognitive processes, such as learning or remembering which are required for an
intelligent information assistance system. Cognitive architectures represent and
interpret knowledge in a similar formal way as introduced in Sect. 3.2. Within
our approach we use it specifically for:

– situation detection based on sensorical observations of the physical work envi-
ronment,

– the formalization and processing of contextual background knowledge (e.g.
procedures, explanations), as well as for

– decision making in order to structure and control the work process itself based
on knowledge and data from the work domain, and for

– learning new knowledge and practices from observation.

Finally, a visualization component communicates the previously selected knowl-
edge as visual information embedded in the ongoing work process.

The following section explains how this still abstract conceptual and technical
approach has been implemented in an industrial application which supports
assembly workers on the shop floor.

4 Industrial Application

The proposed approach has been implemented within the Plant@Hand assembly
assistance system which was already introduced in our previous work [1–3]. We
used Soar as cognitive architecture which enables us now to analyze the specific
work situation and to make decisions on missing information which an assembly
worker needs to plan, execute, and evaluate his work accordingly.

The whole system was developed to provide mobile information assistance
for the assembly part of the manufacturing shop floor. It is required to support
there assembly work on complex special units which require a great amount
of worker flexibility and mobility. The next sections describe the technological
setup as well as our use of Soar for automatic knowledge processing.

4.1 Technological Setup

The assembly of partly large and complex special units requires from the worker
a high degree of flexibility and mobility. Components need to be assembled in
varying complexities at different locations of the special unit. This makes it
difficult to instrument the work environment with activity recognizing sensors.
An instrumentation of the worker is also limited due to safety reasons. Because
of this challenging conditions we use a standard mobile workshop trolley (see
Fig. 6) as technical basis for our assembly assistance application. Such a unit is
normally used to store and transport tools as well as material during an assembly.
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Fig. 6. Hardware and software components of the industrial Plant@Hand smart assem-
bly trolley prototype.

The trolley provides shelves and drawers for different sorts of assembly tools or
small to medium sized work materials. All hardware and software components of
the Plant@Hand assembly assistance system are built into the mobile workshop
trolley:

– Sensors: We use different sensor types to monitor the ongoing assembly activ-
ities of the worker. Force sensitive resistors (FSR) and infrared sensors (IR)
provide data on material and tool usage, e.g. the removal of screws from a
material container. Inertial measurement units (IMU) give us information on
the trolley movements.

– Preprocessing and Sensor Fusion: An Arduino Uno board is used to make
a first preprocessing (filtering) and fusion of incoming sensor data. It generates
activity events for further interpretation in the Soar cognitive architecture.

– Cognitive Architecture: The cognitive architecture Soar provides the func-
tional subcomponents for situation detection out of the incoming trolley
events, decision making on required assistance actions and information to
be provided as well as learning from observed activities.

– Information Retrieval: For the connection with external manufacturing
data systems the enterprise service bus system Mule ESB is used. Based on
information flows, data is continuously exchanged which guarantees a provi-
sion of the latest information.

– Assistance: The main implementation of assistance functions can still be
found within the Plant@Hand assembly assistance system. Functional blocks,
such as raising the workers awareness, the step-by-step guiding of assembly
works, or the documentation of work results are part of the Plant@Hand
assistance client.

– Visualization: The mobile workplace requires also a mobile visualization
of information for the worker. We use here mobile displays which are still
available during the assembly task execution. Provided displays are tablets
and even smartwatches [2].
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With this setup we are independent from specific or stationary workplaces. The
workshop trolley is positioned close to the assembly site and by observing the
worker’s activities with respect to material, tools and trolley, we obtain a suffi-
cient overview on the ongoing work process to provide required knowledge with
the Plant@Hand assistance system.

4.2 Knowledge Processing with Soar

In Sect. 3.3 we described the cognitive architecture as cornerstone component of
our technical approach. It provides us with the functional abilities to add intelli-
gent behavior to a static assistance system. In the following, we will explain the
role of Soar for situation-aware knowledge processing in relationship to assisting
the assembly worker. We use the generation of step-by-step instructions for novel
assembly units as illustrating example. In general, processes in Soar are related
to the gradual alternation of information and states in working or long-term
memory [7]. Here, a situation is formalized as a state in working memory, which
is modified by evaluating and applying operators until an intended final state
is reached. The operator definition consists of required conditions and actions
on the working memory. It inherits procedural and conceptual knowledge from
the corresponding knowledge domain. New operators can also be derived by
observation of decision making and through learning processes (chunking).

Fig. 7. Working cycle of Soar for the assembly sequence problem space.

Traditionally, the work instructions for an assembly are manually prepared by
an expert. Based on the geometric model of the unit to be assembled, predefined
production sequences and expert knowledge, each assembly step is textually
and pictorially described including dependencies to a bill of materials as well as
tools to be used. Soar helps us now to automate this time-consuming authoring
process. Explaining our approach briefly, we first store expert knowledge related
to the structuring and sequencing of assembly tasks in Soar’s procedural memory
(long-term memory). Additionally, we define a target state (unit assembled)
as well as error states (wrong material, wrong tool, etc.) and leave it up to
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Soar finding a valid solution for the assembly sequence problem (see Fig. 7).
Soar uses now its operational decision making based on the previously stored
assembly knowledge in order to plan an assembly strategy which finally leads to
an assembled unit. Each assembly step is then visualized to the worker including
all information required to understand, execute and control the step. In parallel
Soar learns new knowledge through observing the decision making itself as well
as the work environment. This knowledge is used in a similar situation to improve
the decision quality. This has the positive effect, that during decision making the
working memory complexity of Soar dramatically decreases in comparison to the
same situation without the previously learned knowledge chunks.

Table 1. Comparison of two experiments without additionally learned production rules
(chunks) and with using this additional knowledge for solving a small subassembly
problem.

In our experiments (see Table 1) we could achieve a twelve times smaller working
memory complexity (amount of modified working memory elements) resulting
in a nine times faster processing to solve the assembly sequencing problem. Here
we used a subassembly of electronic components as testing environment which
included the planning of handling, drilling, inserting, and controlling activities
for several electronic parts into a circuit board.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we introduced a threefold approach of bridging the knowledge gap
when providing situation-aware information assistance. Based on the concep-
tual linking between work situations, assistance goals and knowledge types, we
focused on the autonomous processing of contextual background knowledge with
a cognitive architecture on information as well as on technical level. Finally, we
presented the implementation of our approach within the Plant@Hand assem-
bly assistance system which was integrated into a mobile workshop trolley. Here
we used Soar for the autonomous planning and problem solving of assembly
sequences.

Although, we could achieve with comparatively little modeling efforts good
results in solving even complex assembly sequencing problems, the authoring of
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contextual background knowledge as production rules of a cognitive architecture
is still one of the remaining major issues for the automation of information
assistance. Here we need to investigate further into alternative authoring as well
as learning approaches in the future in order to make it suitable for everyday use.
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